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Abstract—In order to ensure that data stored on a medium
such as a disk is not lost or damaged, a copy of that data is
stored on another medium. Should the original data be lost or
damaged, then the copy may be accessed to reproduce the
original data. This paper explains a novel technique to backup
and restore DBMS and all types of files and directory through
XML and NET. With proposed Solution, user data will be
safely protected from accidental delete, overwrite and viruses.
Moreover, proposed methodology is compatible with both
oracle and SQL Servers. In this approach, we use XML and
Ionic zip file manager to deploy the application. Database
structure and metadata of the documents are stored within
XML format i.e. all the files and folders are stored using
Extensible Mark-up language (XML) instead of data base.
With XML, intended data will be created, stored and even
transport by defining set of rules with encoding document and
proposed algorithm. The main advantage with proposed work
is database administrator can use simple XML encoded files to
create and backup data from heterogeneous databases (oracle,
SQL etc.) at any place instead of using complex tools and
interfaces.
Index Terms—Database management system (DBMS),
extensible mark-up language (XML), graphical user inter face
(GUI).

I.

INTRODUCTION

Backup is defined as a copy of data that can reconstruct
from database or data-warehouse [1]. Data backup and
recovery consists of set of procedures to protect database
against data loss and reconstruct the database after any kind
of data loss. A relatively simple backup and restore program
helps to interface effectively with computer’s operating
system to backup data including files and directories stored
on a hard disk to the tape drive and to restore such data from
the tape drive onto the hard disk [2]. Backup can be stored at
a specific folder where the file may be either in coded form
or in normal form i.e. the application has two kinds of
actions namely automatic and manual approach. In first
approach, backup will be created automatically on widow’s
start up i.e. user cannot see interface [3]. At first start up,
user needs to define automatic backup option. Subsequently,
application will save the settings and data will be
automatically gets backup from subsequent backups. In later
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approach, user should be able to use the application interface
to backup at any time in any file or folder or any data base.
The main advantage with manual approach is user backup
will be more secure compared with automatic approach
because application can backup at heterogeneous places
instead of one place in automated system. In our approach,
both automated and manual approaches are implemented to
backup user data. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. Section II describes about related work and pros
and cons of existing solutions. Section III explains about
functional requirements of application, Section IV explains
about proposed system architecture. Section V explains
about implementation work and finally ends with conclusion
in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS
In general, three types of backup namely full, differential
and transaction log Backups are available. In order to store
and recover data, most of the organizations use more than
one database management system. Moreover, each of these
servers has specific interface and tools to backup and
recover the user data. Hence, database administrator has to
learn all these tools for different servers which are very
difficult and time consuming task [4], [5]. Moreover,
existing backup products like ARCserveIT, brightStor and
NetBackup are very costly for medium markets to afford for
multiple data processing in heterogeneous platforms [1], [6].
Thus, a simple, reliable, robust and cost efficient back
system are needed to backup data from multiple sources.
This paper proposes XML and .NET GUI based backup and
recovery system for heterogeneous database backup systems.

III. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT
Application should have the mechanism of authentication.
At first start-up of the application, it should ask the user to
select authentication mode from the following: Password
protected (user must enter user id and password every time
to use the application). Default (no password required to use
the application)
User should be able to define the physical paths (paths on
hard disk) for backup and restore operations.
If the user opt to go for default the default path and
default functionalities are used.
User should be able to define the backup overwrite
settings, so that the existing backups can be managed
without any problem.
Databases can also restore and backup by using the same
approach as described in the above points.
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Application shall provide the user with some options
(Overwrite existing backup, delete existing backup to
recycle bin, delete existing backup permanently)
User should be able to perform backup/restore operations
manually and automatically:
For manual operation, user shall be presented with a
windows (desktop) application so that the user can perform
the backup, restore, change in settings operations manually.
For automatic operation user shall save settings for
automated backup/restore operations at start-up, or time-totime backups. For this purpose, the application shall utilize
windows start-up, registry operations and windows services.

with this is user can easily understand each backup copy of
data with process code number. Fig. 2 explains about data
flow diagram for proposed backup and recovery system.
Firstly, user authentication and authorization will be checked
through credentials like username and password. Secondly,
selected backup files will be compressed through ZIP and
store in “Create Backup files”. Finally, backup files are
stored in selected storage backup device.
Fig. 3 shows about proposed three layer architecture for
database backup and recovery through XML and .NET GUI.
The top most layer of Fig. 3 is named as Access layer.
Access
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IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this paper, a new technique using Extensible mark-up
Language (XML) based GUI which is compatible with all
types of servers like SQL Oracle etc. are proposed.
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Fig. 3. Three layer architecture of proposed backup and recovery system.

Fig. 1. Backup and restoring service.

Fig. 2. Data flow diagram for proposed backup and recovery architecture.

With each stored file, we attached a frequency
information XML file which allows a solution backup and
restore the database by choosing specific articles without
learning how does each DBMS work, and also without
opening them. The administrator can choose a specific
article for Backup/Restore instead of the Backup/Restore the
whole DBMS. Fig. 1 explains about backup and restoring
window services through compressed form. These services
are also used to store real-time information i.e. postfix or
prefix is stored in the form of some predefined codes at
allocated position of the storage device. The main advantage

It contains user interface and components subsection.
Database administrator can access second and third layers by
providing authentication and authorization information. It is
crucial to use important cryptographic algorithms to provide
better security for authentication, authorization and
encryption. X`RSA asymmetric cryptographic algorithm
with Diffie–Hellman key exchange is used to provide user
authentication and authorization. DES 64-bit symmetric
cryptographic algorithm is used at the time compressing user
data. Hence, backup data will have safe and secure retrieval.
Service and management functions are explained in
layer.2 of Fig. 3. One of the most important beauties of this
work is that the data recovery process can not affect the
activities in real-time task which will avoid real-time task
reach to the transition state. .Net is used to create database
tables which can read/write from/to XML form. Using read
XML; tables are exported into XML data set without
database action. The sample file of XML code is shown Fig.
4 below.
Once path is settled on a backup method, application
needs to set up a schedule for running backup. Determining
the exact location where the backup data will be stored
consists of set of procedure for testing backups to ensure that
they can be restored correctly. With proposed algorithm, a
method is developed to create a backup and restore the lost
data. In order to improve the system performance advance,
XML is used to store it in WinZip with advanced symmetric
key cryptographic algorithm. One way to encode the path
selection process in data backup and recovery application is
through path that contains the information about the location
where the data backup should be kept after selecting the
original path. “DB Function” message will be shown which
describes that the backup is successfully stored.
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XML documents. Inserted XML documents are shredded
and stored as rows in these tables.

Fig. 4. XML sample code to create and store data.
Fig. 6. Backup frequency change duration scenario.

V. IMPLEMENTATION
Application starts with login and password GUI. Once
authentication and authorization is valid user will access the
entire application services. Fig. 5 describes about various
services that application provides to database administrator
once authenticated.

Fig. 7. Data creation and backup scenario in storage disk.

Fig. 5. GUI scenario of proposed backup and recovery application.

Application resides in the system at the time of start-up
and creates the backup of selected database files and folders
after a prescribed time mentioned by the user. User selects a
database or file to create a backup or delete an existing file.
“Change path” is used whenever, user needs to create a new
path for creating backup or one needs to alter any existing
path. Restore data is the option by which user can manually
restore file or database. The proposed system is designed in
such a way that whenever, the original data on storage disk
is accidentally erased, overwritten, or becomes inaccessible
because of a hard disk malfunction or sudden power
fluctuations the data will be safely retrieved from the “Data
Recover” option of Application Backup and Restore System.
Along with each backup file an XML file is created that
contain data tables of the data set and information about
where it is saved.
Whenever, an XML document is created over a relational
database system a schema based generation technique is
used to automatically create relational tables for storing

In addition, a reconstruction XML view is created over
the created relational tables, which (virtually) reconstructs
the “stored” XML documents from the shredded rows. The
reconstruction XML view is specified just like a regular
XML view of relational data. Queries over the stored XML
documents are proposed to enable users to query seamlessly
across relational data and XML documents. This provides
users with unified access to both relational and XML data.
However, using above proposed technique, it is sufficient to
just generate a reconstruction XML view instead of writing a
full-blown XML query processor. Document-centric
information is manipulated in specialized ways to specify
their media types. Fig. 6 explains about the backup
frequency change scenario option in proposed application.
Database administrator can set the duration of time to store
data in selected path. Fig. 7 shows the physical location for
data creation and backup which is selected by user
dynamically for specific duration shown in Fig. 6.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a design of XML-based GUI for
heterogeneous database backup system which helps user to
create, store and retrieve data from multiple database with
simple XML files. Moreover, user doesn’t require a separate
tool for each and every database to create and store the data.
This application is developed through .Net which store real
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time information in XML file and attach it along with the
file in the system that could help when restoring the file in

on demand basis.

APPENDIX
Sample Code
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